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Patch Notes 
This document describes updates to features patched to Dapresy Pro November 2018. 
 
If you want to know more about patches, please contact Dapresy Global Support at: 
support@dapresy.com and they will be able to assist you.  
 
 
Best Regards, 
Dapresy Team 2018 
 

Email: support@dapresy.com 

 

  



 

1. Patch November 2018 
The chapter below describes changes and updates done to existing features that were made during our 
November patch. (Different Dapresy Pro installs were updated on different dates. 

1.1 Administration 
 
Project Settings 

The option to Activate in-memory storage of meta data and faster report load (faster report load times 
in Storyteller, Form, Cross Table 2.0) is renamed to “Use cached metadata”. The second and third in-
memory function is now called “Activated cached storage”.  

1.2 Storyteller  

Significant test  
The Significant test calculations for Mean value and moving average is changed. For example: when MA = 
3 is applied each result is a representation of 3 merged nodes. But response values and respondent counts 
remain unchanged - meaning equal to those of the last of 3 nodes. The fix is also merge Data rows to make 
sure respondent counts and respondent values are fetched from all 3 nodes that were used to create one 
Moving Average node. This is only applied to sig test calculations when object use Mean calculation and 
MA > 1.  

Rank value  
In storyteller table when we show only rank value for no data or missing data, the table shows “-“ not 0 

Invert chart  
When we have an inverted chart in storyteller with show data label, the label was shown on wrong side. 
This is now fixed and invert chart looks is mirrored comparing to original chart. 

Scatter/Bubble charts  
The scatter charts logic is updated to support the sorting for answers with identical texts but different 
ids/blocks. The update considers 2+ answers with the same text as well.  

Date limitations  
The option for date limitations is added to charts, table, and dynamic icons. It is now possible to select 
date for future dates. 

Moving Average  
Option for date limitations is added to charts, table and dynamic icons, now it is possible to select date 
for future dates. 

Translate  
The files for adding translation now contain the page label found on bottom of the slide.  


